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Introduction of Euratom BSS in Belgian legislation-> shift of responsibilities, increase of tasks
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Each installation where the use of ionizing radiation is involved need to be covered by 
a licence. 
- License applications worked out by the RPE
- Detailed information is needed  

In university hospitals the MPE is the person that knows about: 
- New equipment/applications
- Replacement of equipment
- (re)Building projects

Good and ‘in time’ communication between RPE and MPE is crucial 



License applications
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General information licensee
Technical
- Type of equipment/radionuclide involved
- Maximum output/maximum activity
- Maximum workload
- Location  
- Waste production
- …..
Occupational exposed workers
- Persons involved (students, workers)
- Training/education



Workload – design controlled area
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Radiology
- Maximum kV
- Maximum # patients/day (week)
- Dose mapping 

Radiotherapy
- Maximum MeV
- Maximum # patients/day (week)
- Orientation
- Dose mapping

Nuclear medicine
- Maximum activity/patient
- Maximum # patients/day (week)

2 mm Pb-equivalent

1 mm Pb-equivalent



Inspection program
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For class III, II and IIA installations the RPE becomes responsible for the inspection 
program independent from the recognized control organisms 

During inspection the presence of the RPO is required 

The MPE needs to deliver information about
- Technical interventions
- Upgrades of installations
- Maintenance of equipment
- ….



Monthly report
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The licensee has to deliver a monthly report to the competent authority 

Date and references of every intervention to imaging and/or treatment installations
- QC and QA
- Acceptance of new installations (minimal criteria)
- Maintenance an commissioning

BUT …. who wants to phone his colleagues every 
month to receive these reports?



Dynamic management system
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A dynamic management system (easy to use and sustainable) is needed  
- MPEs insert/upload their own reports  
- Monthly information can be send automatically  

Is there an IT-tool available in the hospital that can execute this task?
Can the Service management system be used? 
- Which adjustments are needed
- Which information need to be uploaded/send (complete reports,

only references,…)
- Who will have access to the information



More than administration …
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Radiation Protection Expert: 
Protection of the workers, the public 
and the environment  

Medical Physics Expert:
Protection in medical exposure (patients)

Training and education
Optimization

RPE and MPE has to perform a dozen of tasks to ensure radiation safety



Training and education
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Bring together the knowledge and expertise from RPE and MPE in training and 
education can be an added value

Beside knowledge of general radiation protection, legislation, basic safety guidelines, 
waste management, use of protective (personal) equipment, …. (RPE)

The worker will receive a training compatible to the workplace and in relation to 
specific technics and installations (MPE)
Ex: effect exposure parameters – the best picture with the lowest patient dose



Optimalization
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RPEs attention to optimalization will concentrate on:  
- Design of the controlled areas  
- Safety guidelines
- Working procedures  
- ….

The MPE will analyse exposure parameters 
Ex: digital tool DoseWatch, DoseWise, …

Optimalization 
of workers dose

Optimalization 
of patient dose



DoseWatch
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Digital system for recordkeeping of doses, irradiation parameters and patient 
information for all X-ray procedures (diagnostic and interventional)



DoseWatch
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Optimalization of  patient doses
- Dose effects after protocol adjustments and technical interventions
- Identification of procedures for which additional training is required

Patient doses comparisons for identical procedures
- Between different rooms and/or apparatus

Follow-up individual patient doses and report to FANC



ex: follow-up RX-thorax
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Registration of DAP-values: 
- DAP = dose area product = measure X-ray output
- Mean value per patient, per procedure

Follow-up apparatus radiology 
(CRAD)

CRAD + Emergency (SRAD)

High number of procedures 
above ‘Alert’  level at SRAD



Effect of the introduction of DoseWatch
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Use of fluoroscopy for patient 
positioning before the

introduction of DoseWatch at SRAD

Decrease fluoroscopy values for patient 
positioning at SRAD

Review of DoseWatch results with involved staff  



DoseWatch = dose reduction
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DoseWatch increases awareness 
Moreover: patient dose reduction = staff dose reduction



Optimalization worker dose
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Performing
Physician

Procedure # in 2017 SumOfDAP
(Gycm2)

Phys1 CA 241 10490,234

Phys1 PCI 111 14314,327

Phys2 CA 147 2585,810

Phys2 PCI 101 7428,789

Phys3 CA 171 2651,362

Phys3 PCI 117 5094,189

Phys4 CA 234 4840,550

Phys4 PCI 101 4766,144
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DoseWatch results as a tool for optimalization of worker doses
- Increased awareness of cardiologists concerning rx-output
- How to explain the difference in DAP-values (and personal dose?) between 

physician 1 and physician 3?



Conclusion
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In university hospitals where RPE and MPEs belong to the staff close collaboration 

offers opportunities to strengthen radiation protection  

- MPE as an important point of contact for the Health Physics Department (RPE)

- Combining the expertise of MPE and RPE is an added value to train and educate 

the occupational exposed workers

- Using a digital tool to visualise the effect of exposure parameters is an excellent 

training tool and can result in dose reduction for patients and workers
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Thanks for the attention!


